NEW RELEASE!

BATMAN™

- 10 BATMOBILES TO CHOOSE FROM - EVERY BATMOBILE EVER!
- 36 MISSIONS (EASY TO HARD) PLUS AERIAL MISSIONS FEATURING "THE BAT"
- 5 UNIQUE, CINEMATIC BOSS BATTLES
- MISSION-BASED GAMEPLAY ENCOURAGES CONTINUE PLAY
- 6 AWESOME POWER-UPS (JUMP JET, BATARANG, CANNON, DRONE, MISSILES, BATTERING RAM)
- PLAYER ACCOUNT SYSTEM KEEPS TRACK OF MISSION PROGRESS/HIGH SCORES
- CUSTOM BATMAN-STYLE STEERING WHEEL INCLUDES TRIGGERS FOR EASY WEAPON LAUNCHING
- MASSIVE GLOWING BAT EMBLEM TOWERS ABOVE THE LOCATION
- CUSTOM BATMAN-SHAPED SEAT
- OVER 500 COLOR-SHIFTING LED’S
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